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Gematria Numbers Reference link

The Foundation of His Oath

“The Blessed that Wait”

Chai Sarah 11/11/17 quietly marked the utmost monumental signpost of time pointing back to
the very genesis of creation. “2017” replicates the digits “2701,” which is the gematria value of
the first verse Genesis 1:1 - as well as the 73rd triangular number. “2017” is also the 306th prime
number, which doubles the “153 fish.” Sarah herself was laid to rest in the Promise Land at the
same 2017 digit age “127” (Gen 23:1-2). 2017 was the first time that Torah Reading Chai Sarah fell
on an “11/11” in “73” years. These four digits “1111” also point back to the beginning of time.
“1111” is reflected in the united geometric values of Gen 1:1 and John 1:1 as illustrated below:
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73 Triangle
In the beginning God created
the heaven and the earth.
In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God.

(37 x 73)
2368 = "Jesus Christ"

2701 + 3627 = 6328 (112th Triangle)
(39 x 93)

Gen 1:1 + John 1:1

Genesis 1:1 and John 1:1 together set the foundation of the bible forming the 112th triangle.
“112” = “The Lord God,” “The KEY will open” and “True.” The sum total “6328” of the two
“beginning - 1:1” verses is a transposition of “2368,” which equates to “Jesus (888) Christ (1480).”
“1111” holds the value for “The Witness,” “iota” and “The Foundations” and incredibly occurs at
the 12,700th position of Pi (127 x 100). The sum of the “4” (1+1+1+1) digits set before “2701”
occurs at the 69,000th digit of Pi. 69,000 = 3 x 10 x 2300!

1111 = “The Witness”
“The Foundations,”
“The Flood”
“Iota”

144 = “The Elect”
26 = “The Lord”

PI (π) Search Results
π = 3.1415...57867116941477642144111126358355387136101102326798
^ <-- 12,700th digit of PI (π).

π = 3.1415...899483257229795456404270175772290417323479607361878
^ <-- 69,000th digit of PI (π).
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According to the Timeline of Life

Jubilee Eve
7/7/21

Epic Chai Sarah
11/11/2017

Creation
11013 BC

6023 years

2960 years

4046 years

623 =
“Holy Spirit”

296 = “The Earth”
2960 = “Son of Man”

446 = “The Truth”
446 = “Work of the Lord”

4990 BC
The Flood

Gen 1:1
2701
37 x 73

2030 BC
Sarah’s Rest
In Canaan
@ 127 yrs.

1335 days
Hebrews 11:11
1111 = 12,700 Pi digit
Genesis 1:1, John 1:1
2017 = Prime # 306
306 = 153 + 153
1111 = “Witness”
1111 = 11 x 101
101 = Prime 26
26 = “Lord”

3 x 45 = 135
“Glory”
“Gather”
“Kingdom”

Promise
Land Day
7/8/21

4050 years (45 = “Man”)
4050 = 2 x 27 “Hath Told” x 50 “Everything”
Alpha

G4005 = Pentecost = 3 x 1335

Omega

619 + 470 + 190 + 56 = 1335 = “End of Days”
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And I heard, but I understood not: then said I, O my Lord, what [shall be] the end of
these [things]? [619] 9 And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words [are] closed up
and sealed till the time [470] of the end [190]. 10 Many shall be purified, and made
white, and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall
understand; but the wise shall understand. 11 And from the time [that] the daily
[sacrifice] shall be taken away, and the abomination that maketh desolate set up,
[there shall be] a thousand two hundred and ninety days [56]. {Dan 12:8-11}
Blessed [is] he that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three
hundred and five and thirty days. {Dan 12:12}
“1335” = “His Holy Spirit within them” {Isaiah 63:11}
That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, saying, I will open my
mouth in parables; I will utter things which have been kept secret from the foundation
of the world. {Mat 13:35}
3 x 1335 = 4005, G4005 = “Pentecost,” G1335 = “A Declaration”
4005 = 5 x 801 “Alpha + Omega,” “The Creator,” “Dove”
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The words of Mathew 5:18 “jot” (1111) and “tittle (137)” unites the values of “1111” with “137”
while echoing Christ’s sworn prophecy of national Israel’s rebirth 1948 nearly 2,000 years ago.
For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no
wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled. {Mat 5:18}
Verily I say unto you, This generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled.
Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not. {Mat 24:34-35}
“137” is the Fine Structure Constant which defines light over matter - as the 137th letter in bible
begins the 37th word “light” where God divides light from darkness (Gen 1:4) also predicted for
the end of the world (Joel 3:14-15, Acts 2:19-21, Mat 24:29-30).
The sum of the 4 divisors of “1111” (1+11+101+1111) = 1224 “The Net” = 2 x 612
“612” holds the value of the promise “covenant,” which is harmoniously the result of 4 x 153.

612 x 2 = “1224” = “The Net” = 8 x 153 “Sons of God”
Hebrews 11:1 defines faith as the evidence. “111” equates to the first Hebrew letter “Aleph”
and “The beginning of wisdom,” and occurs at the 153rd pi position. Hebrews 11:11 points to
result of Sarah’s faith in the promise perfectly positioned at the 30,184th verse in the bible:
Through faith also Sara herself received strength to conceive seed, and was delivered of
a child when she was past age, because she judged him faithful who had promised.
30,184 = 88 “Victory” x 343 (7 x7 x 7) “Ark of the Lord,” “And God said” (Let there be light…)
From God’s promise to Abraham at verse 400 (Gen 17:2) to the faith of Sarah at the 30,184th
verse (Heb 11:11) equals 24 x “1241” which holds the value of “Pentecost.” 30,184 - 400 = 29,784.
29,784 = 3 x 73 “Wisdom” x 136 “Voice/Thunder” or 2 x 12 “Fish,” “Twelve” x 1241 “Pentecost”
“1241” = “Pentecost” G4005, 1335 x 3
 From Haggai’s Temple Foundation 12/9/967 BC to Last Day 7/8/2021 are 1,090,836 days
1,090,836 = 36 “Tabernacle” x 157 “New Covenant” x 193 “Gathering”
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2021 is 27 years from jubilee year 1994. The 27th word in the bible is “Light” The value of
“Light” is 207 (Gen 1:3). The 207th word in the bible is “to give light” (Gen 1:17). The first
appearance of 207 in Pi is followed by 222. The words “Wisdom” and “Truth” each occur in 222
verses of the King James Bible. “222” hold the value of “His Words” and “The Voice of God.”
The Bible Gematria reveals that: The first two occurrences of the speed of light in pi point to
"thousand three hundred and five and thirty" days for “the blessed that wait” as referenced in
Daniel 12:12. The speed of light equals: 299792458 meters per second…


The first occurrence of 299792458 in Pi begins from position 623,556,156
623 + 556 + 156 = 1335



The second occurrence of 299792458 in Pi begins from position 1,169,634,408
1 + 169 + 634 + 408 = 1212 = Daniel 12:12 = 1335 days
Yet he sent prophets to them, to bring them again unto the LORD; and they
testified against them: but they would not give ear. {2 Chro 24:19} = 1212

1994 was also epic in that it was 2960 years from the time Solomon laid the foundation of the
Temple 967 BC, which put it on par with the span of 2960 years from the Flood in 4990 BC to
Sarah’s rest in the Promise Land of Canaan at 127. “2960” is the value for the “Son of Man.”

In announcing the 11013 BC creation timeline 2300 days from when the daily salvation is taken
form the church at Pentecost May 22, 1988 (Dan 8:13-14, 12:11); the warning of Jubilee Trumpets
1994 laid the foundation for the Lord’s guaranteed spiritual Judgment Day - May 21, 2011,
7,000 years from the Flood 4990 BC, which also merged with 23 years from Pentecost 1988.
 From Foundation year 967 BC to Epic Chai Sarah year 2017 AD are 2983 years

 From Ascension Day Eclipse 5/9/13 to Epic 2017 Chai Sarah wait 7/8/2021 are 2983 days
2983 = 19 “The Earth,” “He shall come” x 157 “New Covenant,” “Everlasting Salvation”
 From Jubilee Trumpets 9/6/94 to Last Day Wat 7/8/2021 are 9802 days
9802 = 13 “One” x 754 “Jesus Christ,” “My Holy Name”
The Promise Studies directs the reader to reference the KJV for one’s own proof. The extended timeline has progressively
developed beyond May 21, 2011 and are best understood studied in sequence. The certain words underlined, remarked or
highlighted herein is to help clarify perception understood by the writer and is not to place special emphasis nor to modify the
divine text in anyway whatsoever. All excerpts herein are independent of the Promise Studies, may not agree and are provided
for comparative purposes only. Based on the biblical admonition referenced, the studies may be strictly shared only at the
desired request of the recipient at no-charge distribution only. Any other use is strictly prohibited. www.Wisdom666.com
disclaims any external ads, opinions & material linked to the content that it shares. Praises & Glory to God! @yetMay21com
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